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APPLICAZIONI PER LA SALUTE:

. Produzione di farmaci, ormoni, antibiotici, vaccini

. Correzione di patologie genetiche
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CRISPR-Cas system allows researchers to quickly change the 
DNA of nearly any organism — including humans



THE RISE OF CRISPR
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CRISPR- Cas, what?

CRISPR

Clustered Regularly Interspaced 

Short Palindromic Repeats

Cas

CRISPR-associated system



CRISPR-Cas: adaptive immune system 

The CRISPR/Cas9 RNA-endonuclease complex, consisting

of the Cas9 protein and the guide RNA (gRNA) (∼99 nt), is

based on the adaptive immune system of streptococcus

pyogenes SF370. It targets genomic sequences containing

the tri-nucleotide protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) and

complementary to the gRNA, and can be programmed to

recognize virtually any genes through the manipulation of

gRNA sequences







DSB repair promotes genome editing

A CASO !!!

IL GENE VIENE 

INTERROTTO

IL GENE VIENE 

CORRETTO IN 

MODO 

SPECIFICO



CRISPR-Cas9 

Unlike other gene-editing methods, it is cheap, quick and 

easy to use, and it has swept through labs around the world 

as a result. Researchers hope to use it to adjust human genes 

to eliminate diseases, create hardier plants, wipe out 

pathogens and much more besides





The power of the technology

▶ Precise reproduction of tumor-associated mutations 

(translocations)

▶ Analysis of gene function (sgRNA library)

▶ Protect plants from disease

▶ Correct genetic mutations in inherited disorders 

▶ Correct genetic mutations responsible for infertility

▶ Prevent transmission of genetic mutations 

IVF



Germline genome editing

Possible targets

- Gametes

- Zygotes-embryos

- Stem cells (spermatogonial, iPS)

n° cellule

efficacia correzione



Genome engineering 

through 

CRISPR/Cas9 

technology in the 

human germline 

and pluripotent 

stem cells

Hum Reprod 

Update. 

2016;22(4):411-

419. 

doi:10.1093/humup

d/dmw005



Correzione patologie genetiche (DMD)





EDITING – Efficacy in 3PN human zygotes



▶ In this study, 3PN zygotes were used to investigate the

specificity and fidelity of the CRISPR/Cas9 system. 

▶ Most of the DSBs generated by Cas9 in 3PN zygotes were 

also repaired through NHEJ.

▶ ssDNA-mediated editing occurred only in 4 embryos (14.3%) 

and the edited embryos were mosaic, similar to findings in 

other model systems 

▶ Endogenous homologous sequences were also used as HDR 

templates, with an estimated editing efficiency of 25% 



Ma, Nature, 2017
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Gene Correction, Human 2PN model

▶ CRISPR/CAS9 is effective as a gene-editing tool in 

human zygotes.

▶ Homology-directed repair is frequent, mainly due to 

the use of homologous wild type maternal

sequences.

▶ Mosaicism can be reduced modulating the cycle

cell stage at which DNA repair was induced

Ma, Nature, 2017





HBB - Gene correction

Liang, Prot Cell, 2017

● Homozygous mutation 

disease embryos obtained 

with nuclear transfer

● Gene correction efficiency 

over 23%

● In mosaic embryos the % of 

repaired blastomeres was 

over 20%



Possible uses of genome editing in 

embryology

▶ Both parents carriers of an Autosomal Recessive 

Disease (CF, b-talI)

▶ One member affected of an Autosomal Dominant 

Disease or a chromosomal structural aberration

▶ Correction of the affected gene in the germline of 

the affected member or in embryos

▶ Generation of disease models

▶ Study of genes involved in pre and post 

implantation development



Safety-Ethical issues

- how to study safety?

- do we need to move to clinical practice? How?

- use of PGD to identify modified embryos and off-

target effects



Off-target effects



The possibility that CRISPR-Cas RGNs might cause 

additional, unwanted genetic changes has been 

largely unexplored, so Joung’s team set out to 

investigate the occurrence of “off-target” mutations in 

human cells expressing CRISPR-Cas RGNs. Since 

the interaction between the guiding RNA segment 

and the target DNA relies on only 20 nucleotides, 

they hypothesized that the RNA might also 

recognize DNA segments that differed from the 

target by a few nucleotides



Casini et al., Nat biotech

2018
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